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THE GRAVITY GAME 

THE FUNSPORTSTATION AT PENKEN OFFERS ACTION AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 

 

How about a very special mountain experience? Then there's nothing like being at 2,000 metres at the Funsportstation 

at the Penken Reservoir. The Station includes agile mountain scooters and huge Funballz. Large and small action lovers 

can experience sports they don't see every day: Explore the mountain's action-packed tours, walk weightlessly across 

the water, and rise to lofty heights at the Via Ferrata and defy gravity – the Action Mountain Penken also deserves its 

name in the summer. 

 

Most experience the beauty of the mountains in summer either on foot or riding a bike. And when you want a change from hiking or 

biking, the Penken Reservoir offers all the ingredients for an action-filled day. Visitors of the Funsportstation find everything 

needed for outdoor enjoyment, and mountain athletes can fully satisfy their needs for action. They relax as they quickly ascend on 

the Penkenbahn cable car and then continue with the combi-lift; both offer enough space for mountain scooters, bikes and baby 

buggies.  

 

RIDING PLEASURE WITH A DIFFERENCE 

From there it's just a short hop to the Funsportstation. Here you can rent mountain scooters and enjoy a new kind of riding 

experience. Your feet are right underneath you and at the centre of gravity – different than on a bike. Since your body is straight, 

the feeling is more similar to skiing. The mountain scooters are available in cosy or more sporting versions, and are suitable for 

relaxed exploring or rapid descents. Depending on the style you prefer, you can take the scooter on two tours. 

 

RUN WEIGHTLESSLY ON THE WATER 

The dream of running on the water is now reality on the Penken Reservoir: with giant, transparent air-filled plastic balls. The entire 

family can run across the water on Funballz without getting wet. The balls provide enough air and freedom of movement, and can 

be enjoyed without precognition. 

 

NERVES OF STEEL 

Do you like an adrenaline kick? Then come to the Via Ferrata at the Knorren climbing area. It starts with a vertical ladder, followed 

by an airy traverse with steeper sections up to the summit. The climbing sets are provided for free at the  

Funsportstation. Just bring along your lack of fear of heights. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 Experience Action Mountain Penken:  

 
Funsportstation at the Reservoir Funballz: air-filled balls to roll over the water  

  Mountain scooters for descents, two recommended tours 
  Free loans of climbing sets for the Via Ferrata at Knorren 
   

Panorama Trail Two climbing areas (Knorren & Gschöss) 
 Two launch sites for paragliders 

 Hiking trail suitable for baby buggies 
 with paraglider swing and viewing stations with telescopes 

 
 How to get there 
 
  by car Approx. 1.5 to 2.0 hours from Munich (149 km) 

  
 by train  Take a high-speed train to the Jenbach railway station 

 then the Zillertalbahn for the last 35 kilometres to Mayrhofen 
  
 by plane  The nearest airports are located in Innsbruck (65 km),  

Salzburg (170 km) and Munich (190 km) 

 

 
 

For more information, an RSS newsfeed, and downloadable material and pictures, visit  

www.press-service.info/mayrhofen 
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